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Biocat is the organization that promotes biotechnology, biomedicine and
medical technologies in Catalonia. It is fostered by the Government of
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3Iniciatives Biocat
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www.bioemprenedorxxi.cat
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www.bioemprenedorxxi.cat
5A Higher Education Program inspired in the prestigious Stanford 
University's Biodesign Fellowship
www.moebio.org
Informative session UAB: June 3rd, 1:00pm 
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The BioRegion of Catalonia 
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Science and Technology Parks PRUAB
PRBB
PCT UdG
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Mare Nostrum Supercomputer
CNAG
Community Hospital: 450.000 inhabitants
7000 professionals
Beds: 1.146
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120 surgeries/day
Hospital Vall d’Hebron
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9Problem 1: Expensive
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1 drug = $1.200 million
Problem 2: Ineffective
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Higher cost ≠ More products
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Solution: evolution of the business model
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Burrill & Company Biotech 2011 – Life Sciences 25 years looking back to see ahead
Solution: Open Innovation
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Ernst & Young, Next generation innovation policy
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Tendency 2: Personalized medicine
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Sequencing genome = Commodity
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iPOP - Stanford University
Medium efficency
Tendency 2: Personalized medicine
High efficiency
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Tendency 3: Digital Health
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Professional profiles
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La teva carrera = flexible
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2050
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El teu mercat laboral
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NASA - Mars rover Spirit
Perfils professionals sector biofarmacèutic
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http://www.biocat.cat/perfils-professionals Adecco Medical & Science
In Colaboration with:
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Proactius: intra + entrepreneurs
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Transversals
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